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ABSTRACT

The application of Cerium oxide nanoparticles (CNPs) for therapeutic purposes requires a stable
dispersion of nanoparticles in biological environment. The objective of this study is to tailor the
properties of polyelectrolyte coated CNPs as a function of molecular weight to achieve a stable
and catalytic active dispersion. This was achieved by coating CNPs with polyacrylic acid (PAA)
which increased the dispersion stability of CNPs and enhanced the catalytic ability. The stability
of PAA coating was analysed using the change in the Gibbs free energy computed by Langmuir
adsorption model. The adsorption isotherms were determined using soft particle electrokinetics
which overcomes the challenges presented by other techniques. The Gibbs free energy was
highest for PAA coated CNPs by 250 kg/mole indicating the most stable coating. The free
energy for PAA 100 kg/mole coated CNPs is 85% lower than the PAA250 coated CNPs. This
significant difference is caused by the strong adsorption of PAA100 on CNPs. Catalytic activity
of PAA-CNPs is accessed by the catalase enzymatic activity of nanoparticles. The catalase
activity was higher for PAA coated CNPs as compared to bare CNPs which indicated
preferential adsorption of hydrogen peroxide induced by coating. Apart from PAA coating the
catalase activity is also affected by the structure of the coating layer.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION
Nanometer-sized cerium oxide particles have potential mechanical, chemical and
biological applications such as in polishing slurries[1], sensors[2], catalyst[3], etc. In recently
reported studies, CNPs have known to mimic naturally existing enzymes such as superoxide
dismutase (SOD) and catalase, thereby posing to be a potential artificial antioxidant. [4, 5] [6]
Various in vivo and in vitro studies have been performed using CNPs to illustrate successful
prevention of tissue damage from radiation[7], and laser induced retinal damage[8]. Some of
the other acknowledged applications of CNPs include reduction in chronic inflammation[9],
spinal injury[10], promotion of angiogenesis[5] and an increase in counts of photoreceptor
cells[11]. The underlying mechanism behind the antioxidant property of CNPs is attributed to
its ability to modulate its valence states under appropriate redox environment.[7] The catalytic
activity can be further enhanced by reducing the size of CNPs.[12] The use of catalytically
active CNPs in biological milieu demands a stable dispersion of nanoparticles. Typically the
aqueous dispersion of any type of nanoparticles is found to be affected by its concentration,
ionic strength and pH of the solution.[13-15]
In this study, CNPs are coated by polyacrylic acid (PAA) which is one of the wellknown biocompatible polyelectrolyte that has been studied in multiple in vivo and in vitro
systems.[16, 17] PAA coated CNPs have demonstrated excellent dispersion in biologically
pertinent solutions[18], however coating of PAA as a function of different chain lengths is still
not fully understood. The chain length of polymer plays an important role in determining the
coating stability on nanoparticles.[19] It also affects the morphology of the adsorbed polymer
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which influences the kinetics of reaction of nanoparticles with different substrates.[20] Thereby
tailoring of PAA coating on CNPs can be achieved by understanding the effect of its chain
length on the properties of coated PAA layer. Generally the polyelectrolyte coating on
nanoparticles is facilitated by its adsorption which is in turn influenced by its chain length[21],
size of nanoparticles[22] and the electrostatic attraction[23]. In this study, PAA chain length
alone is varied keeping the other parameters constant.
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW
Antioxidant properties of CNPs
Cerium belongs to the group of rare earth metals and is known to exist in two different
electronic states Ce3+ and Ce4+. The nanoparticles of cerium oxide also exhibit both oxidation
states of Ce due to the presence of defects. These defects are induced by the lattice imperfections
in nanometer sized cerium oxide which leads to the formation of oxygen vacancies resulting in
the mixed valance states to maintain electroneutrality.[12] CNPs have depicted dynamic
transition of valence states when they come in contact with reactive oxygen species (ROS)
present naturally in human body, thus exhibiting anti-oxidant properties. Figure 1 shows the
catalytic behavior of CNPs while reacting with hydrogen peroxide, thus mimicking the catalase
enzymatic activity. The catalytic properties are dependent on the crystallographic orientation and
the available surface area on CNPs. The family of planes belonging to [24] demonstrated the
maximum catalytic efficiency.[25] The crystallographic orientation of CNPs can be successfully
modulated by varying its morphology. [25] Figure 2 shows the atomistic model of CNP lattice;
with big sphere representing Ce atoms and small spheres represent the oxygen atoms. The
Madelung energy distribution is showed by the red and blue color coding which represents low
and high energies. Madelung energy is the measure of the energy required to break bond thus an
indication of the catalytic activity. Higher madelung energy points to less catalytic activity and
vice-versa. It can be seen that {100} planes have more concentration of red spheres as compared
to {111} planes, thus providing more catalytic sites for reaction.[25]
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Figure 1: Schematics of CNPs mimicking catalase enzymatic activity. It depicts the dynamic
transition in its valence state when engaged in a redox reaction with H2O2

Figure 2: Schematic of cerium oxide lattice showing the atomistic model and the madelung
energy distribution in CNPs.[25]
4

Strategies to form stable dispersion of CNPs
The issue of obtaining stable dispersion of nanoparticles has received considerable
attention over the last two decades and several strategies have been formulated to achieve it. The
dispersion of CNPs could be stabilized without any addition of external agents and by accurately
controlling the pH in the acidic range and keeping the low ionic strength of solution.[14] The
advantage of this route is that it ensures the catalytic properties of CNPs would not differ as the
surface of CNPs is not modified. However the limiting factors are the inability to mix CNPs with
PBS buffer due to high ionic strength and neutral pH.
Other strategies involve the use of external agent used to coat CNPs to impart colloidal
stability. Among the external agents polyelectrolytes is most commonly used to coat
nanoparticles.[26] They are a class of polymers, where each monomer consist of an electrolyte
group that can be ionized by controlling the pH[27] and ionic strength of the solution[28]. The
stability of dispersion of polyelectrolyte coated nanoparticles arises from the electrostatic force
of repulsion and the steric hindrance generated by the charged coated layer.[29] Polyelectrolytes
have been used to stabilize CNPs dispersion in physiological pH where dispersion of bare CNPs
undergoes aggregation.[30] Another advantage of using polyelectrolyte coating on CNPs is, that
it prevents biofouling of nanoparticles[31] and preserves its catalytic nature.[32] Typically
coating of polyelectrolytes is achieved by adsorbing them on a metal oxide surface of opposite
charge. Figure 3 shows the schematic of positively charged metal oxide surface adsorbed by
negatively charged polyelectrolyte. It also shows the steric and electrostatic repulsion forces
between two polyelectrolyte coated surface which leads to a stable dispersion.
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Figure 3: Schematic of polyelectrolyte adsorption on metal oxide surface having positive charge.
Polyelectrolytes of different chain lengths affect the structure of the adsorbed layer on the
nanoparticles[21] which governs the volume fraction of adsorbed polymer on them as a function
of radial distance. Typically structure of adsorbed polymer layer can be classified in three
different types which are train, loop and tail (Figure 4). The polymer segments that are in direct
contact with surfaces are defined as trains, polymer segments which connect the trains are called
loops, and polymer segments that are only connected to adsorbent surfaces at one end are known
as tails. Thus the surface area of nanoparticles available for interaction with the environment
depends on the volume fraction of polyelectrolyte in train, loop and tail structure which in turn
governs the reaction kinetics. Thereby determining the properties of adsorbed layer of PAACNPs is of prime importance to fine tune the applications of CNPs.[33] The chain of PAA is
composed of carboxylic group in each monomer and has a pKa of 4.5. Figure 5 shows the
schematics of PAA-CNPs and the bonding between PAA and Ce atom in CNPs. The adsorption
of PAA is blocking some Ce atoms which are the sites for catalytic activity thus modifying the
surface of CNPs which may affect the catalytic activity.
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Figure 4: Illustration of morphology of adsorbed polyelectrolyte which is tail, trail and loop. The
thickness of polymer coating is denoted by δ.[34]

Figure 5: Schematic of PAA coated CNPs, depicting the structure of PAA. Also shows the
bonding between Ce atoms and PAA.

Determining isotherm of PAA adsorption on CNPs
Adsorption isotherms are most commonly determined using solution depletion method.
In this route adsorbate is separated from adsorbent normally using centrifugation and the excess
adsorbent is analyzed to obtain polymer still not adsorbed. [27] However this route is
unsuccessful for PAA coated CNPs as the dispersion of these particles are extremely stable and
7

complete separation does not happen. In this study a novel technique is adopted to overcome this
challenge. Some of the PAA coated CNPs are separated using centrifuge and adsorption curve is
modeled using soft particle electrokinetics model. The main theme behind this model is that it
uses the electrophoretic mobility (EM) to determine the amount of polymer on a nanoparticle.
The EM of any nanoparticle is dependent on the amount of charge present on its surface as
shown in Figure 6. PAA acquires a negative charge if the pH is raised more than 4.5. Thereby if
all of the PAA is ionized by selecting a certain pH and ionic concentration the EM of particles
will indicate total polymer adsorbed.
In previously reported studies, Ohshima model of soft particle electro-kinetics is used to
illustrate the behavior of adsorbed polyelectrolyte layer on nanoparticles in aqueous
solution.[35-37]. This model uses electrophoretic mobility of polymer coated nanoparticles to
determine the properties of the adsorbed layer. The electrophoretic mobility is obtained for
CNPs adsorbed with different amounts of PAA and is fitted in the Ohshima model to acquire
the adsorption isotherms. Adsorption isotherms for adsorbed polyelectrolyte on nanoparticles is
often fitted using Langmuir model to obtain Gibbs free energy of adsorption.[33] Using the
above mentioned principle Gibbs free energy of the PAA adsorption on CNPs is estimated. In
this study, CNPs were tuned to be catalase active[6] to access the effect of PAA coating on
enzyme kinetics of CNPs.
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Figure 6: Schematics of a polyelectrolyte coated nanoparticle. Polymer has acquired negative
charge through the ionization of its functional group and the amount of charge is one of the
important parameter in governing electrophoretic mobility of particle
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CHAPTER THREE: METHODOLOGY
Materials
Ammonium cerium (IV) nitrate (99.99%), poly(acrylic) acid (PAA) of molecular weight
1800 (powder), 100,000 (35 wt% in H2O) and 250,000 (35 wt% in H2O) gm/mole were obtained
from Sigma-Aldrich and used without any further purification. The pH of solution is adjusted
either by nitric acid (1N) and ammonium hydroxide (5N), obtained from Alfa-Aesar. All the
experiments were conducted using triple distilled water of resistivity (> 18.2 MΩ cm-1).

Synthesis of CNPs
CNPs are synthesized by thermo-hydrolysis route by using the concept as demonstrated
in the patent [38] The procedure involves dissolution of ceric (IV) ammonium nitrate in water to
form 1M of Ce+4 ions. The solution mixture is then heated at 100oC under refluxing conditions
and stirred at 100 rpm. The reaction mixture is allowed to equilibrate before adding 1N of
NH4OH. Upon the drop-wise addition of NH4OH a purple color precipitate started to form
which indicates the hydrolysis reaction of ceric (IV) ammonium nitrate. The reaction is left for
heating for 24 hours to obtain a dispersion of CNPs.

PAA coating on CNPs
PAA of 1.8, 100 and 250 kg/mol molecular weight are used to coat CNPs. PAA is coated
on CNPs by using the procedure listed in ref[18] with slight modification. Multiple samples of
PAA coated CNPs are prepared in acidic pH with a varying ratio of W PAA/WCNP from 1.89 to
10

7.56. The mixture containing PAA and CNPs is left in an isothermal bath for 1 hour which is
maintained at 298 K for 1 hour. PAA coated CNPs are removed by centrifugation and then
redispersed in a solution which is buffered at pH 10.

Catalase activity measurement
Catalase activity of samples is measured using Amplex Red Hydrogen Peroxide/Peroxidase
Assay Kit obtained from Invitrogen. The kit contains Amplex red reagent (10-acetyl-3,7dihydroxyphenoxazine) which reacts with hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) in the presence of
horseradish peroxidase (HRP). The product formed in this reaction is resorufin which is detected
using UV-Visible spectroscopy having absorption maxima at a wavelength of 571 nm.

Cell Viability
The cytotoxicity studies of CNPs and PAA coated CNPs were performed on MG-63 cell
line using the MTT (3-(4,5-Dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide) assay. The
MTT dye reduces to purple color formazon in the presence of mitochondrial dehydrogenases,
indicating the presence of living cells. The experimental procedure includes the incubation of
CNPs with cell culture for various times. A MTT solution of concentration 0.5 mg/ml is then
added to the cell culture and incubated for 3.5 hour. The formazon produced is then detected
spectrophotometrically at a wavelength of 570nm.
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Characterization techniques
Hydrodynamic diameter (HD) and electrophoretic mobility (EM) measurements were
performed using Malvern Nanosizer-ZS which uses light scattering at wavelength of 633 nm.
Hydrodynamic diameter was determined by dynamic light scattering process which measures the
Brownian motion of particles to relate to size. Electrophoretic mobility was determined by patented
technique M3-PALS by Malvern. The zeta potential for CNPs in batch-1 and batch-2 was derived
from electrophoretic mobility by fitting the data into Henry equation
(1)
where μ is the electrophoretic mobility, ε and η is the dielectric constant and the viscosity of
the solution, z is the zeta potential of the particles and f(Ka) is the Henry function. It was
approximated at 1.5 by following the Smoluchowski approximation which is valid for aqueous
solution. Conductivity of the solutions was also evaluated using the Nanosizer-ZS. TEM images
and SAED pattern of CNPs in batch-1 is obtained from FEI Tecnai F30 Transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) operated at 300kV. UV-visible spectrum is obtained using Perkin Elmer
Lambda 750 spectrophotometer. Physical electronics 5400 ESCA, X-Ray Photoelectron
spectroscopy is used to obtain the XPS spectra of Ce(3d) in CNPs to evaluate the surface
chemistry. Fluorostar Omega multimode microplate reader from BMG labtech was used in catalase
and biocompatibility experiments. Statistical analysis was performed using t-test keeping 95%
confidence intervals in Graph pad prism software.
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CHAPTER FOUR: FINDINGS
Structure properties of CNPs
A detailed characterization of CNPs was performed using transmission electron
microscopy (TEM), dynamic light scattering (DLS) and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)
to determine size, crystal structure, surface potential and surface chemistry respectively of the
nanoparticles. The concentration of cerium oxide in as-synthesized CNPs (termed as batch-1) is
28mM which was determined using gravimetric analysis with pH 1.48. Another batch of CNPs
(batch -2) is prepared by diluting batch-1 to 1000 times, keeping the pH constant. The reduced
concentration of cerium oxide is pertinent to therapeutic applications. Visual observation of
batch-1 indicated a stable dispersion for extended periods of time; while batch-2 showed
aggregation within 24 hours of storage. The TEM images of CNPs corresponding to batch-1 and
batch-2 are shown in Figure 7a and 7b respectively. Batch-1 CNPs (Figure 7a) were well
dispersed with an average particle size of ~5 ± 0.7 nm which is computed statistically for over 50
data points. Batch-2 (Figure 7b) on the other hand exhibited large aggregates with an irregular
size, indicating unstable dispersion. The selected area electron diffraction (SAED) pattern
(Figure 7c) confirms the fluorite crystal structure of cerium oxide. Hydrodynamic diameter (HD)
of batch-1 and batch-2 are ~10 nm and ~700 nm respectively that were measured using DLS
(Figure 8). The hydrodynamic diameter of CNPs in batch-1 obtained from DLS was slightly
bigger as determined from TEM image analysis. This difference in diameter arises from the
adsorption of nitrate ions on CNPs and the associated double layer of CNPs dispersed in aqueous
solution. The size of CNPs in batch-2 obtained from both techniques indicated a state of
13

aggregation. The zeta potential of CNPs in batch-1 is 36 mV as compared to 23 mV upon
dilution in batch-2 (Figure 8). The conductivity of the batch-1 solution is 3.15 mS/cm which
increased to 37.6 mS/cm in batch-2 solution. Conductivity is a linear function of the ionic
concentration of solution, indicating more ionic concentration in batch-2 as compared to batch-1.
The results suggest that the aggregation of 1000 times diluted CNPs are caused by fluctuations in
ionic concentration which shows the extreme susceptibility of CNPs towards the change in
dispersion media. The aggregation in batch-2 alters the ratio of oxidation states of CNPs which is
noticeable from the UV-Visible spectrum shown in figure 11. Polyacrylic acid coated CNPs
(PAA-CNPs) are found to prevent this aggregation and still preserve the surface chemistry of
CNPs as discussed in sections below. The procedure for PAA coating on CNPs is described in
details in experimental technique.
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Figure 7: Characterization of CNPs in batch-1 and batch-2 using TEM and SAED images
acquired by FEI Tecnai F30 Transmission electron microscopy (TEM). Fig. 7a depicts the TEM
image of CNPs in batch-1 showing the nanoparticles of size ~5-7 nm. Fig. 7b depicts the CNPs
in batch-2 indicating aggregation state of CNPs in batch-2 dispersion. Fig.7c shows the SAED
pattern of CNPs indicating the fluorite crystal lattice structure of CNPs.
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Figure 8: shows the hydrodynamic diameter and the zeta potential of CNPs in batch-1 & 2.
Hydrodynamic radius increases substantially as a result of reduced zeta potential in batch-2
indicating aggregation.
Morphological characterization of PAA-CNPs
In the study, CNPs are coated with different chain lengths of PAA which is achieved by
using different molecular weight (MW) of PAA. The PAA was coated on CNPs using chemical
route as mentioned by Sehgal et.al[18] with slight modifications. The detailed coating procedure
is outlined in the experimental section. The PAA coating is accomplished by its adsorption on
the surface of CNPs, which are dispersed in acidic aqueous solution. The adsorption of PAA is
influenced by the electrostatic attraction between the positively charged nanoparticles and
polymer which is uncharged. The PAA coated CNPs were removed from the solution by
centrifugation and collected at the bottom of the centrifuge tubes in the form of pellets, which
were then redispersed in aqueous solution maintained at pH 10. At this pH the carboxyl group on
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PAA gets ionized as PAA has a pKa value close to 4.5[39] which is independent of its chain
length. Thereby, PAA-CNPs acquired a negative charge and form a stable dispersion resulting
from electrostatic repulsion between them. The synthesized PAA-CNPs are characterized to
analyze the size and structure of adsorbed polymer layer. The molecular weights of PAA which
are selected to coat CNPs were 1.8, 100 and 250 kg/mol, which differ widely in their chain
lengths and denoted by following notations: PAA1.8, PAA100, and PAA250. Theoretically the
chain lengths of PAA have shown to be computed from the mean-field theory as a function of
molecular weight. The chain length of PAA is given by the root mean square (rms) of end-to-end
distance of a PAA chain which is illustrated using the following relationship [40]
(2)
where C∞ is the characteristic ratio, l is the length of a monomer of PAA which is taken
to be 0.256 nm[40], and N is the number of monomers in a PAA chain. The value of C∞ is
determined from the mean-field theory simulations. The estimated value of C∞ is about 19
which is valid in the range of ionic concentration of PAA-CNPs solutions.[40] The calculated
lengths of PAA in aqueous solution maintained at pH 10 are used to obtain theoretical diameter
of PAA-CNPs.
Multiple samples of PAA-CNPs are prepared for each molecular weight of PAA, by
varying the weight fraction (WPAA/WCNPs) from 1.89 to 7.56 in the adsorbing mixture. The effect
of increasing PAA weight fraction results in an increment of its adsorption density on CNPs.
DLS is used to determine the hydrodynamic diameter (HD) of PAA-CNPs as a function of the
molecular weights. HD is plotted as a function of WPAA/WCNPs for all the MW PAA coated CNPs
(Figure 9). Evidently HD of PAA-CNPs belonging to the same MW is nearly constant in the
17

aforementioned range of weight fraction of PAA used for the adsorption experiment. An average
size is then determined for PAA-CNPs corresponding to their MW (fig.2b). The experimentally
determined size of PAA-CNPs is compared to that of theoretical size which is calculated using
the mean-field theory. Previous studies based on the mean field theory simulations have
concluded that the length of a adsorbed polyelectrolyte extends up to the twice of its rms end-toend length (Ro)[21] which is used to calculate the theoretical size of PAA-CNPs as a function of
molecular weight of PAA which is mentioned below:
(3)
where D is the theoretical diameter, Ro is the rms length of PAA and DCNP is the diameter
of CNPs as determined using TEM. The calculated theoretical size of PAA-CNPs are shown in
Table 1 and is nearly similar to the experimental HD of PAA-CNPs particles (Figure 10)
indicating that the particles are not bridged to each other. Thereby it can be interpreted that, the
PAA-CNPs nanoparticles have core-shell morphology with CNPs as the core and PAA adsorbed
layer as the shell. The coating thickness (δ) is obtained by deducting the radius of CNPs from the
hydrodynamic radius of PAA-CNPs.
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Figure 9: Hydrodynamic diameter of PAA coated CNPs as a function of PAA and CNPs weight
fraction in the adsorbing mixture. The hydrodynamic diameter of PAA-CNPs determined using
DLS depicts the similar size of nanoparticles belonging to same molecular weight over the PAA
weight fraction. Shading of the curves indicates the region of standard deviation in the
measurements of hydrodynamic diameter.
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Figure 10: Hydrodynamic diameter of PAA-CNPs as a function of molecular weight and
compared to the size obtained theoretically using mean field theory. It shows the similar size
from both methods indicating core-shell morphology for PAA-CNPs.
Preservation of surface chemistry of CNPs:
The antioxidant properties of CNPs are primarily governed by its surface chemistry
which is determined using the relative concentration of cerium in +3 and +4 valence states .[32]
The relative concentration can be quantified from UV-Visible spectrophotometry and XPS. In a
typical UV-Vis spectrum of CNPs having mixed valence states, the absorption maxima close to
20

298 nm and 250 nm corresponds to +4 and +3 valence state respectively.[32] The intensity of
absorption maxima is directly proportional to the concentration of the corresponding species as
stated by Beer-Lambert’s law (A= εcl, where ε is the molar absorptivity, c is the concentration
and l is the path length). The UV-Vis spectra of CNPs in batch-1, batch-2 and PAA-CNPs
(Figure 11), depicted the local absorption maxima at wavelengths 298 and 250 nm indicating the
presence of mixed valence states in CNPs. The spectrum of batch-2 CNPs exhibited a decrease in
the intensity of absorption at 250 nm and an increase at 298 nm as compared to that of batch-1
suggesting partial transformation of cerium in +3 to +4 state. Thus aggregation induced by
reduction in zeta potential in batch-2 altered the surface chemistry of CNPs. On the other hand
the UV-Vis spectrum of PAA-CNPs is quite similar to that of CNPs in batch-1 signifying the
preservation of the surface chemistry due to coating of PAA. The surface chemistry of CNPs in
batch-1 is quantified using XPS. The XPS spectrum of Ce(3d) is marked by its characteristic
peaks of both valence states of Ce (+3 and +4) (Figure 12). Relative concentration of Ce in +3
over +4 valence states is calculated from the deconvoluted spectra as shown in Figure 12(area
filled under the curve). The deconvoluted spectrum consists of peaks contribution from both
valence states and as well as from the multiple d-splitting.[24] The ratio of Ce in +3 over +4 state
is estimated to be 0.25, which is calculated using the summation of the integrated area under
corresponding deconvoluted peak. Thereby in batch-1 Ce in +4 state is more in quantity than in
+3 state. It has been previously established that CNPs with more +4 state are known to exhibit
catalase activity.[9] Due to the presence of polymer in PAA-CNPs, the signal from Ce was very
weak to be analyzed in XPS for comparison.
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Figure 11: Depicts the UV-Vis spectra illustrating the mixed valence state in CNPs. The loss of
intensity around 298 nm in CNPs of batch-2 indicating change in surface chemistry while PAACNPs exhibiting similar spectrum as CNPs in batch-1 indicating preservation of surface
chemistry.
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Figure 12: Depicts the XPS spectrum of Ce(3d) for CNPs in batch 1 which shows the peaks from
both oxidation states. The calculated ratio of cerium in +3 state over +4 state is 0.25.

Determination of adsorption isotherms:
The adsorption of PAA on CNPs can be defined by the number of moles of PAA adhered
on a single CNP. Polymer adsorption on nanoparticles is often determined by using solution
depletion analysis.[41] In this technique free polymer in supernatant is analyzed which is
separated from polymer adsorbed nanoparticles using centrifugation. However, particle
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separation using centrifuge may not completely remove polyelectrolyte coated nanoparticles
from free polymer leading to incorrect analysis. Thereby we have adopted a novel technique to
determine adsorption isotherm by measuring electrophoretic mobility (EM) which is related to
the polymer adsorbed on nanoparticle. EM is defined as the terminal velocity of dispersed
particles under the influence of applied electric field. It is affected by the charge density on the
particles arising from the negatively charged PAA layer and the ionic strength of the solution.
The amount of charge density is attributed to the number of -COOH groups in the adsorbed
polymer. The EM of PAA-CNPs is measured at pH 10, where PAA is completely ionized
indicating unit charge per monomer of PAA. The ionic strength results in lower EM due to
increased shielding of the charged polymer layer. The ionic strength is directly related to the
conductivity of a solution. Both EM and conductivity are recorded as a function of W PAA/WCNP
which are used in Ohshima model to compute the number charge density of polyelectrolyte
charge originating from carboxylic group (-COOH).
Electrophoresis model of soft particles
The zeta potential of particles can be derived from their electrophoretic mobility by using
Smoluchowski theory, which assumes a perfect rigid nature of the particle. Ohshima et al.[37]
applied corrections to the existing model to study the penetration of fluid inside porous particles
which include illustrations of polymer coated nanoparticles The derived expression of
electrophoretic mobility depends on several parameters such as charge density of the
polyelectrolyte layer, ionic concentration of solvent and the reciprocal of λ where 1/ λ is known
as electrophoretic softness. Physically electrophoretic softness represents the distance of the
slipping plane from the particle core and zeta potential is the surface potential measured at the
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slipping plane. The following expression is used to compute the electrophoretic mobility (EM):

(4)

where εr is the relative permittivity of solvent, εo is the permittivity of free space, e is the
elementary charge and η is the viscosity of solvent. The valence and number density of charge is
denoted by Z and N respectively, present on polyelectrolyte coated layer. The zeta potential and
donnan potential is represented by φo and φDON respectively. κm is the effective Debye-Huckel
parameter of the surface polyelectrolyte layer. The radius of polyelectrolyte coated nanoparticle
is represented by b and the radius of nanoparticle is denoted by a. The above mentioned
parameters are presented below in detail.
(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)
where k is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature at which electrophoretic mobility is
measured, z is the valence of electrolyte. The ionic concentration of the solution is denoted by I.
The Debye-Huckel parameter of the solution is denoted by κ.
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Parameters for soft particle electrophoretic mobility modeling
Electrophoretic softness parameter i.e. 1/λ can be determined experimentally by the
procedure mentioned in ref.[35] It is obtained by fitting EM as a function of ionic concentration
of the solvent in equation 3. The experimentally measured values of EM v/s ionic concentration
for PAA1.8-CNPs, PAA100-CNPs and PAA250-CNPs are displayed in Figure 13a, 13b and 13c
respectively. In the same figure black line represents the non-linear fitting of data points using
Ohshima model. The values of 1/λ obtained from the non-linear fitting of data are summarized in
Table 1 for PAA-CNPs as a function of the molecular weights of PAA. This parameter is highest
for PAA100-CNPs indicating the distance of slipping plane from particle core is more for PAA100CNPs as compared to other polymer coated CNPs. As previously stated that the HD of PAACNPs doesn’t vary with WPAA/WCNP, thus indicating the distance between the particle core and
the slipping place would also remain unchanged. Thereby, it can be assumed that softness
parameter would be same for PAA-CNPs of same molecular weight having different
WPAA/WCNP.
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Figure 13: Electrophoretic mobility of PAA-CNPs as a function of sodium chloride
concentration which is determined using Malvern’s Zetasizer nano series instrument. Fig. 13 (a),
(b) and (c) show the experimental data (open circles) and fitted data (line) for PAA1.8-CNPs,
PAA100-CNPs, and PAA250-CNPs respectively.
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Adsorption isotherms
The adsorption behavior of PAA on a nanoparticle is determined indirectly by obtaining
EM of nanoparticles as a function of WPAA/WCNP. Adsorption of PAA is varied by modulating
WPAA/WCNP from 1.89 to 7.56 where particle bridging is not prominent, as Figure 14a, 14b and
14c depicts the EM of PAA-CNPs and conductivity as a function of WPAA/WCNP. As previously
stated, EM of nanoparticles is a non-linear function of charge density of the shell, ionic strength
of solution and electrophoretic softness parameter. The ionic strength is determined from the
conductivity of the solution which is dependent on the ionic concentration of solution and is
given by the following relationship[37]:

(10)

where K is the conductivity of solution, ni is the concentration of a particular species of
ions in the electrolyte, zi and λi is the valence charge and ionic drag coefficient of the
corresponding species respectively and e is the elementary charge. Thereby conductivity is a
linear function of ionic concentration. A calibrated curve is plotted between known ionic
concentration and conductivity and is fitted linearly to obtain a relationship between them as
shown in Figure 15. An empirical relationship is determined from this calibration curve to
calculate an unknown ionic strength. Computed ionic strength, softness parameter and EM are
substituted in Ohshima model to find the charge density of PAA-CNPs. This charge density in
PAA-CNPs originates from the ionized carboxylic groups -COOH present in every monomer
which increases proportionately with the PAA adsorption. Each monomer contributes one unit
charge coming from -COOH group. Polymer adsorbed on CNPs surface is derived from
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calculated charge density:
(11)
where

is the adsorption density of PAA on CNPs. Using the above theory, absorption curves

are thus plotted as a function of -COOH concentration in the adsorbing mixture as shown in
Figure 16a, 16b and 16c. The x-axis represents the equilibrium concentration of -COOH
moieties. In this concentration regime of PAA coated CNPs, nanoparticles have core-shell type
of morphology which indicates the EM of nanoparticles corresponds to the adsorption behavior
of a nanoparticle. The calculated adsorption isotherms indicated a Langmuir type of adsorption.
PAA100-CNPs exhibited the highest adsorption density indicating preferential adsorption of this
molecular weight on CNPs as compared to other MW of PAA. It also correlates to the largest 1/λ
where stronger adsorption increases the distance of slipping plane from particle core.
Table 1: listing the hydrodynamic diameter, theoretical diameter, electrophoretic softness and
Gibbs free energy of PAA-CNPs as a function of molecular weight.
Hydrodynamic

Particle

Electrophoretic

Gibbs Free

Diameter (nm)

diameter (nm)

Softness (nm—1)

energy (J/mol)

PAA1.8-CNP

32.55 ± 3.478

31.16

4.49

-7160.39

PAA100-CNP

120.80 ± 24.247

103.18

53.66

-1352.65

PAA250-CNP

156.60 ± 31.985

151.50

38.04

-9162.83

Name
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Figure 14: Electrophoretic mobility and conductivity of PAA-CNPs as a function
WPAA/WCNP. Figures 14(a), 14(b) and 14(c) show the data for PAA1.8-CNPs, PAA100-CNPs,
and PAA250-CNPs respectively.
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Figure 15: Curve between conductivity and ionic concentration showing a linear relationship.
Points are fitted linearly to obtain the empirical relationship (shown on the graph) between
conductivity and ionic concentration which is used to determine unknown ionic concentrations in
PAA-CNPs.
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Figure 16: Adsorption isotherms computed using soft particle electrokinetics model. EM and
conductivity data as shown in figure 14 are fed to the model to obtain isotherms as shown in
figures 16(a), 16(b) and 16(c) of PAA-CNPs in the same order of molecular weights.
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Gibbs free energy of PAA adsorption on CNPs
In previous studies, competitive adsorption between polymers differing in chain lengths
reported that, higher molecular weight polymer exhibits more stable coating in terms of overall
reduction in the Gibbs free energy.[19] The reason was attributed to the low entropy loss in
higher molecular weights of PAA adsorbed on surface. However, the kinetics of polymer
adsorption favored lower molecular weight PAA, though in case of extended period of time the
higher molecular weight of PAA replaces the lower molecular weight PAA.[19] Thereby
determining Gibbs free energy will determine the long term stability of the coating. Gibbs free
energy of PAA adsorption on CNPs is determined by fitting adsorption curves according to the
Langmuir adsorption model. Langmuir model for adsorption assumes that the adsorbate offers
infinite sites of adsorption with equal probability.[42] The Langmuir equation is given by:
(12)
where

is the saturation adsorption density of PAA on CNPs.

is the chemical

equilibrium constant for PAA adsorption on CNPs and n is the equilibrium concentration of COOH in the adsorbing mixture. The value of

is obtained by fitting the adsorption isotherm

shown in Figure 16, in the Langmuir model. The Gibbs free energy is calculated from

by

the following thermodynamic relationship
(13)
where R is the gas constant and T is temperature of the solution.

is the standard

Gibbs free energy of PAA adsorption on CNPs in joules per mole. The calculated change in
Gibbs free energy is shown in Table 1. According to the obtained values, PAA250-CNPs have the
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highest change in Gibbs free energy, followed by PAA1.8-CNPs. PAA100-CNPs exhibited the
lowest change in free energy indicating the least stable coating. Thereby PAA250-CNPs form the
most stable coating. The deviation in Gibbs free energy of PAA100-CNPs is caused by the strong
adsorption of PAA chains closer to the CNPs surface. As previously mentioned the adsorbed
layer structure in PAA100-CNPs consists of strongly adhered PAA chains indicating more volume
fraction of polymer close to the surface. This leads to loss in mobility of chains resulting in high
entropic loss of PAA100 chains after its adsorption on CNPs which effectively lowers the free
energy. The results suggest the preferential adsorption of PAA100 over the other molecular
weights on CNPs.

Catalase Activity of PAA-CNPs as a function of PAA chain length:
Catalytic properties of CNPs are dependent on its surface chemistry. Previously, we have
showed that CNPs having more +4 valence states are catalase active and more +3 valence states
are SOD active.[9] CNPs used in this study are specifically tuned to exhibit catalase activity by
having more +4 state as compared to +3 on the CNPs surface. The catalase activity of PAA
coated CNPs has not been studied as a function of amount of adsorbed polymer and chain length.
The mechanism behind catalase activity is the disproportionation reaction of hydrogen peroxide
with the redox active sites present in CNPs. The catalytic activity may decrease after PAA
adsorption as many of these sites are blocked by CNP and PAA linkage and the steric hindrance
from the adsorbed layer. On the other hand, the catalase activity might also increase if PAA
adsorbed CNPs promote preferential bonding between hydrogen peroxide and CNPs. Thus the
structure of adsorbed PAA layer such as volume fraction of PAA present in train, loop and tail
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will play an important role in governing the catalytic activity.
The catalase activity of PAA-CNPs is determined using catalase kit and plotted as a function of
WPAA/WCNP for all molecular weight of PAA used for coating CNPs (Figure 17a, 17b and 17c).
The control sample used in the experiment is catalase inactive; the more deviation from control
sample signifies higher catalase activity. The control sample has the maximum absorbance of the
dye due to scavenging of H2O2 entirely by the amplex red reagent. The amount of H2O2 reacting
with reagent decreases in the presence of CNPs resulting in the lower absorbance of the dye as
CNPs themselves scavenges H2O2. It is evident that all PAA-CNPs have higher catalytic activity
than bare CNPs. At WPAA/WCNP=1.89, PAA1.8-CNPs has the highest catalytic activity, PAA100
has the lowest and at WPAA/WCNP=7.56, PAA250 has the highest catalytic activity. Based on these
experimental results it can be inferred that peroxide have preferential adsorption on PAA
adsorbed CNPs. The preferential adsorption leads to an increased catalytic activity. However at
higher adsorption density of PAA, the steric hindrance from adsorbed layer is producing
resistance for the inward diffusion of peroxide species. PAA100-CNPs have a higher amount of
polymer adsorbed as compared to other molecular weight of PAA with an increased catalytic
activity. This corresponds to the strong adsorption of PAA100 on the surface leading to the
decrease in catalytic activity as compared to other molecular weights.
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Figure 17: Catalase mimetic activity of PAA-CNPs as a function of WPAA/WCNP. Figures 17(a),
17(b) and 17(c) show the activity for WPAA/WCNP at 1.89, 5.03 and 7.56 respectively.
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Biocompatibility of PAA-CNPs
The therapeutic applications of PAA-CNPs require a biocompatibility test with the normal cell
line. In this study the biocompatibility of PAA-CNPs were performed by cell proliferation
studies on MG-63 cell line. The dosage of particles was taken in the concentration range
pertinent to the biological experiment. The cell proliferation results are shown in Figure 18 and it
can be clearly observed that PAA-CNPs exhibit biocompatibility for concentrations less than 100
μM of cerium oxide. Thus PAA-CNPs did not have any adverse effects on normal cells.
.
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Figure 18: Cell-viability on MG-63 cell line of PAA-CNP to determine biocompatibility of
PAA-CNPs. The statistical analysis on the data pointed that there is no significant difference in
the percentage of cell proliferation with the increase in concentration of PAA-CNPs except for
200μM of PAA1.8-CNP. The detail on the statistical analysis is explained in methodology.
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CHAPTER FIVE: CONCLUSION
In summary, we have shown the application of PAA-CNPs for therapeutic applications in terms
of long term stability and increased bioactivity. The stability of bare CNPs dispersion is found to
be extremely susceptible to ionic concentration exhibiting aggregation in 1000 times diluted
solution. . On the other hand PAA coated CNPs successfully preserved the dispersion stability
and surface chemistry of CNPs. In this study, the effect of molecular weight and amount of PAA
adsorbed on CNPs was systematically studied to achieve stable dispersion and with increased
catalase mimetic activity of PAA coated CNPs. The Ohshima model was applied to compute the
adsorption isotherm from the electrophoretic mobility of these particles which was modulated by
the charge density indicative of the amount of adsorbed PAA. Additionally it was found that the
PAA-CNPs were forming core-shell structure indicated the adsorption isotherm determined from
this model is characteristic of single CNP. The standard Gibbs free energy of PAA adsorption on
CNPs was determined using Langmuir adsorption isotherm fitting to the obtained adsorption
isotherms. Based on free energy change PAA250-CNPs formed the most stable coating and
PAA100-CNPs formed the least stable coating. The structure of the adsorbed PAA layer in case of
PAA100 exhibited highest adsorption density which leads to the lowest change in free energy of
adsorption.
The catalase mimetic activity of PAA-CNPs increased in comparison with bare CNPs indicating
the increase in degradation of hydrogen peroxide by CNPs due to PAA coating. The catalase
mimetic activity for PAA-CNPs also indicated that it was modulated by two contradicting
factors: the surface concentration of PAA and steric repulsion from PAA coating. The higher
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surface concentration of PAA resulted in PAA1.8-CNPs exhibiting the highest activity for
WPAA/WCNP <7.56, as more volume fraction of PAA1.8 was present in train morphology. While
PAA250-CNPs have the highest activity for WPAA/WCNPS >7.56 as more volume fraction of
PAA250 present in loop form thus offering high surface area on CNPs to react with H2O2. The
catalase activity of PAA100-CNPs was lower than the other PAA-CNPs resulting from the strong
adsorption of PAA100 leading to steric repulsion to H2O2. PAA-CNPs did not cause any adverse
cytotoxicity effect and exhibited biocompatibility as obtained from cell viability experiment.
This study can be applied to fine tune the CNPs for catalytic applications as well as long term
storage of CNPs.
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